FAQ associated with NPO Membership
1. What is the Primary intent of NPO Membership?
As Nihon Kairali is registered as a Non-Profit Organization, it needs to have an official membership
scheme to register its members.
By becoming an official Member, it will be a sign of extending a support to Nihon Kairali NPO.
The Membership fee will be ultimately leveraged for the welfare of the community and charity activities
which are the two main objectives of Nihon Kairali NPO.
2. Difference between a normal registered Member ( Registered at Website) and Official NPO Member
Official NPO Members will be able to attend the Annual General Body of NPO and will have voting
rights
3. Any other benefits for NPO Official Members?
For Nihon Kairali’ s main event ONAM, the NPO Official members will be get 10% reduction in the
entrance Fee. In Future, NPO official members may get further benefits.
4. Is there any restriction on attending Nihon Kairali’ s events for normal members and NPO Official
Members?
There is no restriction on attending the events by the type of members. For executing events and
associated financial needs, your small contribution as a member will help to plan for more events and
reduce the per event entrance fee overall
5. What is the Membership Fee ?
Membership fee is 1000 Yen for adults above Age of 18 Years for one Year. The duration is October to
September of every Year
6. Will the Membership be automatically renewed?
No. The Membership will end at September at every Year and after the payment for the next Year, it
will be reactivated
7. What happens if a member returns in the middle of the Year? Will the money be returned?
No. The Membership will automatically end at the end of the September for that Year and after that
unless membership is renewed, it will stand closed

8. What are the modes to make payment?
1. Bank Transfer to Nihon Kairali NPO Account
2. Credit Card Payment using Nihon Kairali NPO’s contracted Card Processing Service
9. Which Credit Card Processing Service is used by Nihon Kairali?
Nihon Kairali uses Sumitomo Mitsui Bank’s Service called Square
(https://www.smbc.co.jp/kojin/furikomi/square/)
10. Does Nihon Kairali stores Credit Card info during payment?
No. Nihon Kairali directs user to the Credit card Service and no data storage at Nihon Kairali’ s side
11. Does the Credit Card Service Company stores the data?
No. Credit Card Company doesn’t store the Credit card data
12. What other Security mechanisms are there during Credit Card payment?
Nihon Kairali’s website is a secured site using SSL and credit card processing service also is same
13. Is Cash Payment OK?
As Nihon Kairali is leveraging the Digital mechanisms to manage membership and all the payment
needs to be accounted for NPO account filing, it is using Digital payment mechanism and Cash
Payment is not accepted

